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ANOTHER
GOBI
YOUTH
EXCHANGE
IS GONE...

But lot of memories will stay
in our mind forever.
We want to say THANK YOU
to all the participants, the
staff and the volunteers for
the hard work but also for the
great time together.
This is the outcome from the
Media Group's work during
the week.
Hope you enjoy!

GOBI'S 2017 MEDIA GROUP
PRESENTS:

THE ULTIMATE RESEARCH ON BREAKFAST

HABITS OF ALL AROUND EUROPE

INVOLVED COUNTRIES:
ITALY, SPAIN, HUNGARY,
SWEDEN AND BULGARIA

SALTY OR SWEET?
What a surprise!

Apparently,
Italy is the only one country always
eating SWEET breakfast!

The hottest outcome of our research is unbelievable...

When they go out for breakfast, it is
croissants filled with chocolate or
cream or marmalade, drinking
espresso coffee or cappuccino.
At home they often eat toasted
bread with honey or jam,
or milk / sweet yoghurt with
cereals.
(never forgetting espresso obviously...)

Seems like it's extremely
hard for Italians to think
about eating salty stuff for
breakfast...
but what about foreigner
tourists having breakfast in
Italy then?!

SORRY ITALY, YOU'RE DOING IT WRONG!
(Just joking, we love you the way you are)

BREAD, SPICE AND EVERYTHING NICE!

So all over Europe breakfast is
actually salty.
Spain, Sweden and Hungary agree
in eating sandwiches, cheese, ham
eggs and cereals, sometimes with
mixed vegetables.

For Bulgarians, breakfast
also means BANITSA!
It is a tasty traditional salty cake filled with cheese.
And for special breakfast there's also space
for PANCAKES !
NB: Doesn't matter from where you
come from,
always remember to eat breakfast in
the morning, which is the most
important meal of the day!
And either salty or sweet, just add one
or two fruits in your breakfast menu.
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR PRECIOUS INTERVIEWS!
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Canoeing day to Sandsbro

During GOBI there’s one theme which is the main issues of the
week: SPORT AND OPENAIR!
And we are lucky enough to have the possibility to access canoes
to go through lake Toftasjon from Fylleryd to Sandsbro and learn
how to use it thanks to our precious guide (who is also the owner
of out host home in the park!).
The GOBI's Media Group (made of participants who’re
interested in media and reporting) were involved in the report
of the day.
In order to organize the canoeing teams, the participants were
divided in groups based on experienced persons, and then in
pairs for using the boat.
Aelita, from Bulgaria, was in charge to control one of the
canoes to Sandsbro and she reports a very good tip for people
who wants to try the same adventure on the boat:

The closer you paddle near the
canoe, the more you go straight!
If you want to veer instead, just
do the opposite.

In the words of participants the day was chilling,
challenging and entertaining at the same time.
During the pause from rowing, they played games from
their countries, as well as the Swedish Kubb and of
course other sports!
Most popular aside volleyball and football have been
Bowl and Brännball.
For all participants it was the first time in the amazing natural landscapes of
Sweden, for some of them it was the first time canoeing and even for
swimming in the lake; Lots of records reached!
Canoeing is also a matter of trust in the other person your rowing with.
Through this every person can quickly get connections. The team is stronger
now, and some of the relations born here will probably last in the future.
Despite the tiredness, back in the house the quote of the day from every
participant was:

It was too short!

HUMAN, LISTEN TO ME!
This game's purpose was to give voice to the voiceless
inhabitants of our planet Earth: Animals.
Teams Bunny, Seagull, Whale and Polar Bear collected what
these animals had to say in 4 letters to the human kind.
Let's see what they told us!

WHALE

Dear humans,
Hello, We're writing to you in behalf of all the whales around the
world and oceans.
We are five whale celebrities: Aelita, Mattia, Rocio, Veronica
and Tomas. Here are our thoughts ad advice for you.
Aelita is very hungry. She is not happy of you polluting the
water and taking that much fishes, because we don't find food
anymore.
Mattia, the second whale, is sweating too much! The water is
becoming too hot. Give us back icebergs, so we can keep our beer
fresh.
Rocio is the "lucky" one. She lives under protection of an
association and nobody can touch her.
The fourth whale here, Veronica, wants to tell you that her
whale friends in Japan and Iceland are non-stop hunted and
also killed for entertainment. If this doesn't stop, they're facing
extinction!!
Last one, Tomas, is the oldest and wisest. He experienced a lot of
stories like these already. And, funny or not, there's a big
upcoming problem that we must solve all together:
this is the 4679th letter we write to you.
And we haven't received any answer yet.
We hope this is gonna change.
Best regargs, GOBI Whales

BUNNY

Dear humans,
Could you please stop throwing your trash on the
ground? We always have to move our houses away
because of the fire, the trash and stuff.
We enjoy to be pretty but we don't need your make
up on us, we prefer to go for our natural look.
And our fur is to warm up our babies, not your neck!
The forest is my home, not a small cage in your
room. We have the right to be free as much as you,
and jumping everywhere as we please.
We would be grateful if you can make us access an
underground path for us to cross... we don't want to
be hit by your cars on the streets anymore!
Best regards, Bunnies.

SEAGULL

Dear humans,
As representatives of Seagull's Union we
have a list of brief demands:
1. Don't kill us for fun.
2. Don't throw your trash in the sea.
3. Don't steal our fishes!
4. Stop your children from chasing us
while we eat or chill on the shore.
Sincerely,
President of Seagulls

POLAR
BEAR

Dear humans,
As members of the polar bears community, we
would like to suggest stop hunting and
catching us, or we'll start doing the same to
you.
We also suggest to reduce your greenhouse
gases emission to our atmosphere (we like to
live green, but not THAT kind of "green").
Even if we are animals, we totally feel and
understand the situations. I know I've rights
you don't respect.
To sum up, give me respect and I'll give you
free bear hugs.
Yours sincerely, xoxo
Polar bears
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